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2012
<1%

+370km
2016
~2%



Before/after counts
in one avenue

+122% total cyclists
+1.444%women on bike



"women cyc l i sts are an " ind icator
spec ies "  for how bike fr iendly a
c i ty is . . .
I f there aren’t at least as many
women as men, then usual ly i t ’s
because cyc l ing is not safe
enough.  I t ’s an indicator that you
do not have good enough cyc l ing
infrastructure”
G i l Pe ñ a l o s a



The mobi l i ty that “matters” has
always been the one that enables
the product ive work (home- to-
work journeys) , but not
reproduct ive ( tak ing the kids to
school , doing the grocery, le isure,
heal th care) .



Why should we study the
mobility of women?

The way womenmove in cities is
quite different from howmen
move. The reasons for this rely on
gender concepts that are the
ground for social relations and
from which roles are assigned,
socially and culturally, for men and
women.



OD	survey

Women are more frequently passengers than drivers



OD	survey

Women use less frequently modes perceived as “dangerous”



OD	survey

Increase on the share of female cycling trips

Increase on
the share
of women



_2 ave. w/ new infrastructure had an
increase on the share of women cycling
(Cyclist’s counts since 2010)

Are these women
new cyclists?

Or just changed
their routes?

Indication that
there may have
been a feminine
response to the
cycling policy

_Women are more recent cyclists
(Cyclist’s Profile survey 2015)



But is there a direct correlation with the
infrastructure that was built?

_in 2016 infrastructure only in 2% of
roads/avenues/streets
_frequently very precarious

Or maybe what was crucial was the
attention the issue received:
_central on the mobility policies
_with a strong civil society advocating + 
promoting its use



Cyclist’s profile survey
problems indicated:
_lack of respect from drivers
42%women 35%men
_lack of cycling infrastructure
19%women 25%men

solution indicated:
_ cycling infrastructure
51%women 49%men

Segregation as
a solution for
lack of respect
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What about reproductive work?

*“Cycling Mobility and the Challenges Faced byWomen in
São Paulo” survey that interviewed cyclists and non-
cyclists women in 2016
**OD survey from 2007

_less likely for cyclists to be mothers
than non-cyclists*

_women serve passengers more
frequently than men**



Some findings from
in-depth interviews

to help us approach these
issues more thoroughly



Affective
dimension of
learning (or
non-learning)

Encouragement
(discouragement) 

from family Learning often
happens w/ street
games, that are less
common for girls

The stimulus
seems to be

different for those
growing outside

São Paulo

Childhood & cycling



Having other
people as 

inspiration
matter

especially
other women
as example or

symbol

Network gets
women cycling
and keep them

cycling

Network



Cycling is not
necessarily

understood as 
a sport Women have

learned how to
deal with their

sweat
But certainly
as a way to

brake barriers

Body



Small children
seem to keep
women from

cycling
Cycling is
seen as a 
positive 

activity for 
children

difficulty with
"logistics" and

concern for 
safety

Doing groceries
is not

necessarily a 
problem

Family & 
reproductive work



Climate
variations are 

not necessarily
a problem

Topography is
not (so) 

important

each cyclist
develops their
own strategies

for climate

sometimes they
see a slope as a 
challenge or a 
personal game

Environment



“Women have
more fear of lack
of security, (of

the possibility) of
someone

assaulting you”

“We are always
more vulnerable, 

assault, harassment, 
rape - not all men

are as vulnerable as 
we are.”

She wouldn’t cycle
depending on whether

or not there was
parking facility for her

bike (for safety).

(Lack of) Safety



To look at gender and
mobility we must go 
beyond quantitative
analysis: 
subjectivities matter!

+ family dynamics
+ built environment
+ feeling of safety (or
lack thereof)



_Life trajectories can help understand where
the cultural barriers are
_Cycle infrastructure seems to be important
for the initial "click" - but what really matters
is the stimulus and the network (family, 
friends)
_To encourage women to use the bicycle, 
public safety must also be considered as part
of the cycling policies



_Infrastructure doesn’t seem to 
determine the use of bicycles, 
but was the core of the policy
_There are plenty of issues that
keep women from cycling, for 
this reason cycling feels barrier
braking
_And race? And class? Future 
studies should incorporate an
intersectional perspective!
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